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Today’s Agenda

- Enhanced Digital Economy: Why Now?
- Expanded Volume of Data Flow
- Cognitive Capacity of Human Brain
- Lost Leadership and Managership in Drifting Societies
- Significance of Forecasting
- History of Making Future Scenarios
- Definition of “Information Literacy”
- What is Open Source Intelligence?
- Future Scenario and Leadership
- Information Literacy for Japan and Russia
- Envisaging Our Common Future



Enhanced Digital Economy: Why Now?



Can Digital Economy Save the World?

①Accelerated irregularity of solar activities

②Irreversible climate change
-Particularly “global cooling” in the northern 

hemisphere except for the north pole

③Human immune system damaged

④Total deflation of the global economy



Heading to a revival of “little ice age”…



Sunspots are never seen…



Expanded Volume of Data Flow



Limited Capacity of Human Brain



Cognitive Capacity of Human Brain

-Our human brain can’t catch up with the dramatic 
expansion of data flow in the global community.

-Advanced economies try to combat this tendency by 
making use of artificial intelligence (AI).

-However, the theory of “singularity” is not mathematically 
proven. 
*”Decision making” and “innovation (creation from the 

scratch” will remain as tasks only for human brain.
*Without comprehensive and effective decision making, 
the human society can’t survive in floods of data flow.



Lost Leadership and Managership in Drifting Societies



Why now?
-Accelerated digital economy inevitably leads us to financial  
capitalism (“Money makes money”.).
*Financial capitalism is based on daily volatilities.
*Volatilities generate only uncertainties.
-Without appropriate modification of both educational and 
social systems, the gap between the rich and poor is being 
widened. 

-Economic inequality and injustice motivate the ordinary 
people to either vote for populism or join the upheavals on  
the street.



Significance of Forecasting

- To reduce uncertainties in the human societies even without 
assistance of AI, forecasting by our human brain has to be 
highlighted.

- Because we’re living in the age of total (failed) digitization, the 
analog fashion of advanced cognitive function of human brain can 
be the last resort to save the human societies. 

- The question is: “What is forecasting”?



History of Making Future Scenarios



①Reflection

②Causal connection
‖

Find laws of history
（Framework of  thinking）

③ Synchronicity 
(Encounter with  
information/human
beings/phenomenon)

④Intuitive non-logical 
forecasting

⑤Causal backcasting

⑥Goal setting
（With logical thinking such 
as deduction/induction）

⑦Leadership
（Setting competitive strategy/Self-
execution/

Involvement of 
others/Appropriate assessment ）

⑧Realization of 
innovation
(based on imaginative 
forcasting）

（PAST） （FUTURE）

（PRESENT）

Confidential

Definition of Information Literacy



What is Open Source Intelligence?

-Open source intelligence (OSINT) consists of the following two 
elements:

*Fixed point observation
*Comparison

-For effective future scenario making, no genius is needed.
*Instead, daily practice of open source intelligence based on expanded 
data volume in the internet is indispensable.



Future Scenario and Leadership

-In order to persuade the people with what you envisage, you have to 
express yourself with “logical thinking”, which practically mean 
“induction” and “deduction”. 

-Leadership has the following four steps:
*Future scenario making and persuasion with logical 

thinking
*Competitive strategy
*Demonstration by leader to his/her followers
*Positive evaluation for attempts and accomplishments of 
followers

-Leadership directly connected with information literacy (=OSINT + 
future scenario making) enables us to reach innovations.



Envisaging Our Common Future

- Why can the year 2020 critical for the 
human society?

- What can be done to adapt ourselves to 
total deflation of the global economy?

- Why are “compassion” and “sense of 
oneness” urgently needed right now?



Thank You and See You Again!
*Based on the official agreement with UNECON, the IISIA in 

Tokyo/Japan welcomes ambitious and talented students, who dare to 
stay in internship in Japan (for a few months).

*Contact the UNECON’s designated department and the IISIA:
(Official website)  http://iisia.jp
(eMail) info@haradatakeo.com
(My Facebok) https://www.facebook.com/takeo.harada1

This project is executed jointly with the Research Institute 
for Japan’s Globalization (RIJAG) in Tokyo.


